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so there was this koala, right 
and the koala wears sunglasses inside so he’s kind of a douche 

and the koala goes and says “what up” to the bear and the bear is like 

dude don't talk to me 

so the koala goes and asks others “what up” and this one dude 

the cow 

he’s like 

what up dude 

and they talk for like a year about cheese and after a year the koala decides to take off his sunglasses and 

realizes he’s color blind so he’s like 

I’m color blind 
and then he gets an eye test and he gets, like, sunglasses molded to his face so it looks like he isn’t wearing 

any sunglasses 

and then he plays playstation for like a day 

and then he goes to the store but he’s wearing sunglasses inside so it’s like 

whoa it’s dark in here 

but no one can see that he has sunglasses on so they are like 

yo he took his sunglasses off that’s crazy 

and the cow is wearing sunglasses and it turns out that anyone who wears sunglasses inside will have to get 

an eye test and they might go blind 
and you think that’s the end of the story but it’s not 

this human comes by and he sells the cow a jawbreaker and the cow likes it so he gets really into collecting 

jawbreakers and he just does that for a while 

but the koala doesn’t like them so they start a prank war but the cow takes it too far when he tears down the 

koala’s home to build real estate 

then the koala has to go to an animal shelter but in there he’s plotting against the cow and the koala is like 

I’m gonna break that dude’s jawbreakers 

but it’s impossible to break a jawbreaker 

BUT it turns out that they are in 

Russia 
and everyone knows in russia you don't milk cow cow milk you 

so that applies to the jawbreakers too so 

jawbreakers don't break jaw jaw breaks jawbreaker and it’s like 

woah russia????  

the cow is thinking ahead and moves all of his jawbreakers to Loch Ness 

but by the time the koala has gotten out of the animal shelter the whole world is russia 

so the koala breaks the jawbreakers and the koala 

takes off his sunglasses and cries because the cow  

was living on through the jawbreakers and the cow 

died when the jawbreakers died but like 
it’s russia 

so I’m kind of setting this up for a sequel.  

 

now I will give you the lyrics to Riot! by Earl Sweatshirt: 

“                                                                                                                                                                  

 

            “ 

Thanks for reading. 


